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Abstract. E-participation applications enable online participation of citizens 
and interested stakeholder groups in political debates and strategic decision-
making. The tools, channels and devices through which online participation 
takes place require proper design to support citizens, politicians and other 
actors. To incorporate the needs of these actors into the functionalities of an 
eParticipation platform, this contribution proposes a hands-on guideline for e-
participation initiatives. It has been generated from the experiences of two 
European projects: VoicE and VoiceS. The paper describes the six-step iterative 
process to successfully plan and realize e-participation initiatives. 
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1 Introduction 

Although e-participation has been introduced as a new discipline only some years 
ago, the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in political 
participation has a longer tradition. The potential of using this medium to reach many 
people increased with the spread of the Internet [1]. This development has reached 
another push with the recent evolution and wide take-up of technologies summed up 
under the buzzword "Web 2.0". The "participatory web" promised new possibilities 
for political online participation [2].  

Nevertheless till 2010, civic participation has in many countries still not reached 
the expectations affiliated with the hype of e-participation and Web 2.0. One reason is 
that the possibilities of e-participation have not yet been sufficiently exploited. Too 
little interaction takes place between the different parties in the policy life-cycle1. 
While information offerings are often high level, active participation opportunities are 
hard to find or limited (e.g. in the German Parliament as a study from 2008 evidences 
[3]). Additionally, often a conceptual integration in the political process is missing: 
"Participants are unable to understand the purpose of the debate, to identify the 
addressee of the postings and to see in which form the results are further processed in 
the political process" ([3] p. 47).  

                                                           
1 The stages of the policy life-cycle and levels of participation are detailed in [36]. 
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The success of e-participation solutions depends heavily on the organizational 
planning and the incorporation into the policy making or political processes. Current 
solutions in the area of e-participation suffer from insufficiently responding to 
requirements specific for e-participation. A successful introduction of e-participation 
does not only require an adaptation of given processes. Sometimes new participation 
procedures, which have not existed before, need to be introduced. The lack of a 
sophisticated guideline with a holistic approach is tackled in the contribution at hand. 
The paper introduces a hands-on guideline for projects and organisations that build up 
e-participation initiatives. The guideline is based on a well-defined iterative process. 
It results from findings of the projects VoicE2 and VoiceS3. 

The VoicE Internet platform promotes the dialogue between citizens from two 
European regions (Baden Württemberg, Germany4 and Valencia, Spain5) and policy 
makers from the European Parliament as well as from other institutions of the 
European Union (EU) and regional assemblies. In terms of contents, the project 
focuses on the policy field of consumer protection in the EU. Citizen participation in 
VoicE is targeted at the legislation proposal formation stage and the debate on draft 
legislation [4]. In the follow-up project VoiceS, the VoicE platform is improved and 
complemented by adding a series of new features such as a serious games, semantic 
search, social networking tools and a toolkit for regional e-participation [5].  

To implement such a toolkit, this contribution gives instructions for effective 
transfer of knowledge and good practice cases and describes a guideline for e-
participation knowledge transfer. With it, this paper summarizes results and lessons 
learned from the VoicE and VoiceS projects. The next section introduces the 
methodology to construct the guideline for e-participation initiatives. Section 3 
describes the guideline in detail. Concluding remarks and an outlook for further 
research are provided in section 4. 

2 Methodology 

According to Macintosh et al. [6], the evaluation of e-participation experiments is still 
in its infancy as the nature of e-participation is fragmented, unfocused and 
geographically dispersed. A number of researchers and networks started to develop 
evaluation frameworks (see e.g. [7, 8, 9]). Many approaches provide 
recommendations usable to establish e-participation or e-democracy policies (see e.g. 
[10, 11]). Some approaches provide general recommendations or requirements for e-
participation, which are usable in practice when first time an e-participation 
application is to be set up [8, 9, 12].  

                                                           
2 VoicE: Giving European people a voice in EU legislation, www.give-your-voice.eu 
3 VoiceS: Integrating semantics, social software and serious games into e-.participation, 

www.eu-voices.eu 
4 www.bw-voice.eu 
5 www.voice.gva.es 
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In this paper, we generalise lessons, experiences and results from VoicE and 
VoiceS, and we ground them with insights from literature studies. Subsequently, we 
structure them and make them usable for other e-participation projects in an easy-to-
understand step-by-step guideline.  

The hands-on guideline for e-participation initiatives gives step-by-step 
recommendations for e-participation project implementation therewith answering the 
following questions: 

• How can e-participation processes be planned and implemented in an effective 
way? 

• How can actors’ needs be incorporated in the design of e-participation features and 
platform structures, how to choose the appropriate tools, and how to develop the e-
participation platform to best fit the actors’ needs?  

• How to handle the preparation of the information related to topics to be discussed? 

Approach to develop the hands-on guideline 
Fig. 1 visualises the methodology applied to answer the three questions and ground 

the experiences of VoicE and VoiceS with literature study. The three lanes in the 
diagram separate the work performed in the projects from grounding results in 
literature studies. The boxes represent activities performed as part of the 
investigations. The shapes for documents represent results achieved and documented. 
The arrows show the flow of activities or the next usage of a result. Results achieved 
at a given step are further elaborated in the subsequent steps. The investigations in the 
projects have always been supported with findings from literature studies.  

In order to elaborate the hands-on guideline for e-participation initiatives, the 
following nine activities have been performed: 

1. The VoicE project started with a requirements analysis, which was based on two 
surveys, one with politicians and one with citizens. It was complemented by use 
case and goal analysis. The final requirements for the VoicE platform are 
formulated in the “End users’ requirements report” [13].  

2. The design process of the VoicE portal was an iterative process, influenced by the 
heuristic analysis performed by project partners and the empirical testing with pilot 
users. The results and the applied usability engineering process are documented in 
[14]. The VoicE usability engineering process intends the involvement of users in 
different stages of e-participation platform design and implementation. The 
iterative process consists of a requirements analysis phase, a design, testing and 
development phase and a deployment phase. Each step is accompanied by an 
evaluation against usability goals defined in the requirement analysis stage. 

3. In a next iteration after the empirical testing phase, field observations with a more 
recent platform version resulted in a catalogue of critical points and weaknesses of 
the existing VoicE platform [15]. 

4. Results from the requirements analysis survey conducted in VoiceS (the follow-up 
project) have been taken into consideration to generalise and detail requirements 
and recommendations for e-participation. The interviews and questionnaires aimed 
to gather the VoiceS’ requirements from citizens’ point of view. The online 
questionnaire was filled out by 71 citizens from Spain, Germany and Austria. 
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Additionally 22 interviews were conducted in Germany and Spain to get more 
detailed answers from the target group [15]. 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of methodological steps in elaborating the hands-on guideline 

5. In order to fit participation in the VoiceS project to the European decision-making 
processes and thereof to have the best possible result of participation, a detailed 
analysis of processes and possible points of participation was conducted. The 
resulting process and workflow models were used to optimize the VoiceS 
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processes and platform features (for details see [15]). Usefulness of the process 
models was evaluated through a survey among the project partners [16]. 

6. A survey among visitors of the German VoicE platform was undertaken in 
July/August 2009 with the aim to analyse the usage of Web 2.0 features. The 
survey (filled out by 164 respondents) investigated how the contents and Web 2.0 
features were accepted by the users and if the use of such features resulted in an 
added value to achieve the aims of the project (e-participation) [17]. 

7. From afore mentioned results, a list of functional and non-functional requirements 
was extracted. The results were complemented by a desk research in order to 
validate or discard the generality of the observed requirements and 
recommendations [18]. 

8. Analysis of the project implementation steps of VoicE and VoiceS was conducted 
in order to generalise a guideline for e-participation knowledge transfer [19]. 

9. The hands-on guideline for e-participation knowledge transfer was generalised and 
grounded on literature studies.  

Related work and relevant literature the hands-on guideline grounds in 
Kalampokis et al. present a model for the e-participation domain [20], which consists 
of the following layers: democratic processes, participation areas, participatory 
techniques, categories of tools and ICT technologies. The model is based on the e-
participation framework put forward by Tambouris et al. [21]. The model for the e-
participation domain summarizes the most important aspects and relations for e-
participation in a conceptual model [20]. Thereby, the domain e-participation is 
divided into the three areas: actors, participation processes and information and 
communication tools (ICT tools). The areas are modeled separately and finally 
combined. The model put forward in [20] gives an overview of the complexity of the 
domain. It is not aimed at providing solutions how an e-participation initiative should 
proceed. This is where our approach digs into. The hands-on guideline conceptually 
builds on the aspects described in the domain model for e-participation and the 
underlying framework in its single steps.  

Phang and Kankanhalli examine the suitability of various ICT tools for the 
achievement of e-participation objectives [8]. This work is based on Glass, who 
analysed offline participation techniques regarding the achievement of different 
objectives of citizen participation programs [22]. Phang and Kankanhalli transmit his 
results to ICT to technically support the participation techniques of Glass. A similar 
investigation was initiated in the DEMO-net project6, where different categories of 
tools (e.g. forum) were analyzed for their characteristics und usage for e-participation 
[23]. Based on the chosen participation processes7 according tools are selected. These 
results are considered in different steps of the hands-on guideline, too.  

Phang and Kankanhalli also present a process for implementing e-participation 
initiatives, which consists of three steps: 1. Identification of the objective, 2. choosing 
the best participation techniques, and 3. choosing the electronic tools which support 
the participation techniques and thereof the achievement of the objectives. The hands-
                                                           
6 Project title: Network of excellence for e-participation, see www.demo-net.org 
7 Phang and Kanhanhalli call them participation techniques [8]. 
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on guideline model bases on these steps, but focuses more on the design of 
participation techniques and tools. Beyond that, further steps are described in our 
hands-on guideline. Islam presents a process model with key phases of e-participation 
[24]. This model describes a meta-view of different phases of participation. Our 
approach focuses specifically on the design of such participation processes. 

The guideline presented in the next section aims at supporting both, bottom-up and 
top-down e-participation initiatives thereby focussing on 

• the e-participation processes and functionalities to be supported, 
• the actors’ needs regarding sustainable use of the application, and 
• key aspects related to content and the topics to be discussed on the platform. 

3 Hands-on guideline for e-participation initiatives 

The hands-on guideline is structured along four phases for implementing an e-
participation project: designing the initiative, preparation of ICT used and information 
material, realisation and evaluation of the initiative. Each phase consists of different 
implementation steps. Fig. 2 shows the guideline in a six-step iterative process.  

 
Fig. 2. Hands-on guideline for e-participation initiatives: a six-step iterative process 
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Step 1: Initiation of the e-participation project 
When an e-participation initiative is initiated, the first step is to agree upon the 
objectives. This is also seen by Glass as an “important element of any participatory 
program” ([22], p. 180) and supported by Phang and Kankanhalli [8]. Therefore it is 
essential to focus on the first two of the three critical design factors around every 
engagement process [25]: Why are you doing it and who should be involved?8 
Consequently, the first guideline step aims on deciding the project objectives and 
(based on this decision) the stakeholders of the initiative. This step also includes the 
definition of project goals (expectations). In the following, the objectives of VoicE 
are described to give an example: 

VoicE aims at enabling citizens to have a voice in EU legislation. In terms of 
content it focuses on the consumer protection policies. This fulfils the 
recommendation to choose an interesting and important topic [15], because consumer 
protection issues have an imminent effect on each citizen. VoicE is further based on 
the principles of a regional focus, i.e. making or keeping information as simple as 
possible, ensuring credibility, fostering personal opinions and making sure that the 
citizens’ participation has a value [26]. 

Step 2: Design participation 
Many e-participation projects failed and are still failing because participation 

processes are barely integrated into political processes (see e.g. [3, 22],). Results of 
participation should at least be forwarded to the political decision makers [27, 28]. 
Everything else leads to disappointment and disinterest in political participation in the 
end. Therefore, the aim of step two is to plan the participation processes and not to 
design the technical features (as also proposed by Phang and Kankanhalli with “select 
best-matching participatory techniques” ([8], p.131)). It is crucial in this step to plan 
the participation processes and the involvement of elected representatives in detail. 
The participation processes need to be integrated in and adapted to political processes. 
In order to fit the participation processes to the legislative/political processes and 
thereof to have the best possible impact of participation, a detailed analysis of 
processes and possible points of participation needs to be conducted in advance. Fig. 
3 shows a model on how to integrate participation processes into political processes. 
The involvement of elected representatives needs to be organised from the beginning 
of the initiative. It is also an important objective of this step to formulate the 
expectations of the participation process. In this step, the use of multiple channels for 
participation – on and offline – needs to be investigated, too (cf. [10]).  

As a result from this step, the project team decides which of the e-participation 
areas9 will be supported to achieve the objectives of the initiative. Besides that, 
decisions will be made on how these areas can be implemented, i.e. which activities 
are performed. The participation processes should only be decided with the 
involvement of (all/key) stakeholders. For this, requirements analysis focussing on the 

                                                           
8 The third proposed factor (How to do it?) is decided in the subsequent steps of the guideline.  
9 E-participation areas proposed by the network of excellence for e-participation DEMO-net are 

introduced e.g. in [23]. 
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processes has to be conducted thoroughly. Finally, the goals of each activity have to 
be agreed with measurable values, e.g. the impact to be achieved.  

In the beginning of the VoiceS project, a detailed analysis of processes and 
participation possibilities was conducted. We modelled the participation processes 
with the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN)10. The information and 
process models were useful and facilitated the analysis and design of political and 
participative processes [16].  

 
Fig. 3. Integration of participation processes into political processes (detailing step 2) 

Step 3: Design electronic participation  
Based on the participation processes and user needs analysed in steps 1 and 2, the 
most appropriate media and channels have to be selected. If applicable, this includes 
as well deciding the choices of tools that are to be integrated into the platform to 
support the participation processes (cf. also [8]). The use of particular tools for e-
participation cannot be recommended on a general level, because a) the usage should 
depend on the aims of the project and the processes established (see step 1, step 2 and 
[8]) and b) investigations did not unveil any preferred tools [14]. In terms of usability, 
the use of different participation features must be well-considered to not overload the 
users. Beyond that, participation features should only be provided in the case where 
the voice of participants is really heard by responsible authorities: An e-participation 
feature can only be used if the integration of the processes and results into the overall 
political process is ensured. It must be ensured that the users can see that their 
engagement will be recognized. 

                                                           
10 The BPMN specification is available online at www.bpmn.org/. 
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The design of the electronic participation means (i.e. ICT) should involve the real 
users in order to analyse requirements and design user-friendly services [14]. 
Respondents of the survey conducted for the requirements analysis of the VoiceS 
project [15] stressed that “electronic tools usually cannot replace face-to-face 
discussions”. It is substantial for e-participation that communication by electronic 
means should not be more complicated than necessary. Hence, usability of e-
participation platforms is of significant importance for the success of the project. E-
participation features must base on easy-to-use tools in order to avoid usability flaws 
that could discourage people from online participation. Widely established tools and 
user paradigms ease the participation for users. 

The usability of services is also of high relevance because usability evaluation 
plays a crucial role in e-participation evaluation methodologies [29, 30]. The usability 
and usefulness of the systems influence all e-participation evaluation perspectives, i.e. 
the socio-technical as well as the project and democratic perspectives. Small changes 
in the user interface of an e-participation application can result in completely different 
evaluation results. According to [31], bad usability in government web sites may even 
destroy the strategy of the whole website. This applies to e-participation platforms 
alike. Therefore systematic usability engineering is necessary – at least to detect 
minor design flaws that influence usability [32]. In this regard, the VoicE usability 
engineering lifecycle shaped up as usable to improve the system by iterative design of 
the systems’ features, the interaction design and the user interface. In consequence, 
beyond the design of the platform, this step has to ensure usability of the e-
participation means. 

Step 4: Prepare information and implement the platform 
The preparation of information should be organised in parallel with the setup of the 
platform functionalities and structure (implementation).  

On the one hand, background information needs to be prepared. This task was 
based in VoicE on the selection of current European legislative proposals in the area 
of consumer protection and the review of content for the usage in the project [33]. 
The proposals should be easily accessible for consumers with little or no knowledge 
of European politics, so as to be a low-threshold starting point for participation. 
Furthermore, the legislative proposals should have a direct impact on citizens’ 
everyday life. The careful preparation of information helped the project to be in time 
with the launch of the platform and to be able to easily update the contents for new 
developments. As a result from this experience, it is recommended to follow a well-
structured process for information preparation in this step. This process should be 
related to the questions: What do you want to prepare, why and how do you want to 
prepare it? Another recommendation is to prepare questions for discussion in advance 
to stimulate discussions. This does not mean that all questions have to be posted at the 
outset, but can be thrown in at regular timeframes, e.g. one new question each week 
[33]. Such a preparation allows the fast reaction on developments as well as in case 
sparse discussions take place in the forum. 

Besides the preparation of background information, it is of particular importance to 
prepare information about the participation process and the expectations to the 
participating parties. This information should answer the following questions: 
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• How does the participation process proceed (time frame, steps)? 
• What can participants contribute to the process? 
• What are the expectations and the goals of the participation process and how is it 

achieved? 

This means that the users are informed about the results from step 1 and step 2 of 
the guideline in order to make the initiative transparent. When users are informed 
about how their contributions will be used, their willingness to participate may 
increase.  

Step 5: Extensive marketing (involving stakeholders) and maintenance 
Extensive marketing is an ongoing and important task. Yet, it needs to be seen in 
context with updating permanently the platform and publishing news (see 
maintenance). The marketing should already be initiated in advance and at least be 
active at the launch of the platform.  

Maintaining the platform refers to activities necessary in order to keep the platform 
alive, to monitor the forum, to support the users, to publish news etc. The effort for 
doing so should not be underestimated and is an ongoing task through the whole 
project lifecycle. In order to support this step, the design phase of the electronic 
participation tools has to reflect the maintenance needs and has to plan the respective 
processes.  

Maintenance should facilitate and support different instances with the same content 
in different languages in a multi-lingual context. Also the moderators and content 
administrators should be supported in summarising conclusions of discussions in 
simple and effective way.  

Step 6: Evaluation 
Millard recommends that e-participation initiatives should incorporate on-going 
evaluation [10]. Some evaluation frameworks are referenced in section 2. Evaluation 
of the e-participation platform, the processes and the actors’ participation shall give 
insight into whether the goals of the e-participation initiatives are met and impact is 
reached with the electronic participation. This includes the assessment of the different 
perspectives (project, socio-technical and democratic) as well as the evaluation 
against the project goals formulated in earlier steps (see steps 1, 2, and 3). The 
evaluation results show whether the e-participation initiative is successful. Critical 
points, which need to be revised and improved in an iterative design cycle, are 
identified. 

As indicated in Fig. 2, the guideline introduced in this section describes an iterative 
process to successfully plan and implement e-participation initiatives. Hence, the 
insights gained in the evaluation (step 6) feed back to revisions in earlier steps of the 
hands-on guideline. 
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4 Concluding remarks 

The guideline presented in this contribution sums up lessons and experiences from 
two e-participation projects: VoicE and VoiceS. The lessons and experiences from the 
projects are grounded and counterbalanced with insights from studying existing 
scientific works. The hands-on guideline helps projects and organisations to build up 
successful e-participation initiatives based on an iterative process. Case studies are 
necessary with projects in other e-participation areas in order to test the generality of 
the guideline.  

Even though the guideline covers the whole e-participation project life-cycle, it 
may require further effort to give more specific guidance in certain respects to support 
e-participation decision makers, for example: 

• Currently, no specific evaluation framework is recommended. Different evaluation 
strategies might be reviewed and updated in order to align them with the evaluation 
of goals as emphasized in steps 1-3 of the hands-on guideline. Subsequently, the 
guideline may require updates in order to streamline the goals definition (steps 1-3) 
with the evaluation (step 6).  

• E-participation processes have so far not been extensively modelled and 
standardised. There is a lack of reference models for process patterns and process 
chains describing common processes in e-participation [34]. Further research is 
necessary to identify and model reference participation processes that support 
different e-participation areas. Such reference processes would be usable in step 2, 
where projects could easily choose and adapt reference processes for their 
objectives and needs.  

• A toolbox of technical building blocks to support e-participation, and a reference 
architecture to combine these blocks efficiently, are needed. Such a toolbox should 
support the use of standardised reference processes (step 3) and the implementation 
step (step 4a). Requirements such as interoperability of services [34] need to be 
considered. 

• Traditional project management is often used for software development, even 
though a variety of projects are suffering under this type of management. 
Implementation projects in e-participation often have to cope with constantly 
changing demands of citizens, governments and politicians, and they have to 
counterbalance technical and non-technical factors of electronic participation. 
Agile processes promise to integrate rapidly changing requirements and 
prioritizing better in the process (see e.g. [35]). The application of agile project 
management in e-participation with public administrations should be investigated. 
If agile methods shape up as useful, the guideline needs to be adapted. 

Fine-tuning in the above aspects could improve the hands-on guideline and make it 
a key reference model for e-participation implementation. Subsequent research will 
focus on the development of the reference model.  

The hands-on guideline presented in this contribution is a useful framework to 
support the effective and efficient implementation of e-participation projects.  
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